Outhere Music Group and IDAGIO announce
partnership
Global licensing agreement makes complete catalogue of recording group
available on leading streaming service for classical music.

Additional initiatives with Outhere Music artists provide an engaging classical
listening experience for IDAGIO subscribers.

Berlin, 10 April 2019 – IDAGIO, the leading streaming service for classical music, is partnering
with Outhere Music, making all of the recording group’s back catalogue and new releases
available to classical music fans globally. The agreement, which encompasses recordings from
renowned labels such as Alpha, Phi, Aeon and Ricercar, is the latest addition to the offering of
the classical music specialist streaming service. As an additional aspect of the partnership,
IDAGIO will feature exclusive playlists curated by Outhere Music and its artists, and will work
closely with the recording group on additional initiatives such as video productions to provide the
most engaging classical listening experience possible for IDAGIO subscribers.

IDAGIO has licensing agreements with over 1,000 labels and rights holders, making more than 2
million tracks available to its global subscriber base.

About Outhere Music Group
The Outhere Music Group is one of the world's leading independent producers of classical and
contemporary music. Not only the two legendary labels Alpha Classics and Linn Records are at
home here, but also such renowned niche labels as Aeon, Arcana, Fuga Libera, Phi, Ramée or
Ricercar.

Outhere Music's unwavering passion for quality and innovation makes this group a MUST for all
the driving forces of the music world.

About IDAGIO
IDAGIO is the leading streaming service for classical music. Crafted in Berlin by a world-class
team of over 80 passionate experts in music, technology, business and design, IDAGIO offers a
search tailor-made for classical music, a catalogue of over 2 million licensed tracks, and
exclusive recordings and playlists – all available in CD-quality sound (FLAC). Each artist,
orchestra and ensemble has a clear profile displaying albums and recorded works including
filters like composer, conductor, soloists and more. IDAGIO has subscribers in over 180
countries and the app has been downloaded more than one million times worldwide.
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